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Football players s*ck.A bunch of cocky, lying cheaters who think theyÃ¢â‚¬â„¢re godÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s gift

to women, just like my dear old dad. IÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ve managed to avoid them my whole college career

until now >.< I just got assigned to be wide receiver Callum SamskevitchÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s physical

therapist. Pro: It will be great to add to my resume. Con: I have to see him. Every. Single. Day.

Which would be fineÃ¢â‚¬Â¦if he wasnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t so dang sexyÃ¢â‚¬Â¦CalFootball is all

IÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ve got, so when Coach saddles me with some frumpy PT student with a chip on her

shoulder, all I can think is doom. I donÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t have time for this. Not now. Not when my dreams

are on the verge of being crushed. All that should matter right now is ball. So why canÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t I

stop imagining what Bee Mitchell is hiding beneath those baggy sweatshirts?
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I have absolutely loved all of Christine Bell's books. She is one of my favorite authors. Score is

among my most enjoyable reads. Cal is a football player but he also so much more too. He wants to

be a hero and he wants to be Bee's hero but it's hard because Bee has one of those as a father.

Cal has a tough job proving it to her. As a major part of her grade she is assigned Cal as her

therapy patient. Bee's nothing like a sorority girl all skin and bones. No, she's a strong woman, has



a athlete's body. After being told she she isn't enough by so many people even she can't see

herself having a chance with Cal.This book is funny, evil, and touches on real problems but lets not

forget the heat between these two. There are things that can keep them apart like her always

comparing Cal with her father, will he be able to live his dream after his injury and what happens to

Bee if he does get to play again. I very strong recommend this book. It's a great read. I received an

ARC for an honest review

The writing was engaging and kept me captive through the whole read. Loved the storyline, and the

characters were written perfectly to carry it through. If you love a good college sports romance like I

do, then this is your book. Don't let this slip by. It's an easy one setting book because you won't

want to put it down.

No cliffhangerStandaloneTold from both POVsNo major editing issuesThis isn't the first book I have

read by this author but this wasn't on par with her other books. This one was good, it just wasn't

great. It couldn't seem to keep my attention. The storyline was good don't get me wrong, just didn't

have the character development I was looking for and some things were just glossed over and

never had closure.Cal Is a star wide receiver. Bee is the "cubby" introvert. Definitely a storyline I

have heard before.They are thrust together when Bee becomes Cal's PT. there are sparks there but

Bee thinks she isn't good enough for Cal.Throw in a psycho ex girlfriend and a walk in freezer and

craziness ensues.Like I said, good not great. I'm happy it was a free book.

This was a sweet story. Somewhat insecure girl crosses paths with campus football star. The

premise wasn't particularly unique, but what stood out to me was the humor. I found the writing

funny and Bee lovable.

I love reading sport romances so when I picked up this book, I was fairly excited. Although, the story

was good the ending got boring. It wasn't realistic enough for me. The story was also really cheesy.

That's not a bad thing but it's hard to make the story seem real.

This book comes with a huge hangover! It most certainly didn't take long to fly through it! This was a

classic attractive football star falls for the resistant book worm, instead of the frat bunnies thowing

themselves at him. Cal and Bee's "doctor/patient" relationship definitely brought on laugh out loud

moments. The way they started the romance was kind of predictable, but I was happy it didn't last



long! Jealousy got in the way! I love when guys get jealous and go all alpha male! They definitely

didn't have a perfect relationship, and both dealt with personal issues, but the support system they

developed was sweet. The steamy scenes were HOT, but a few more wouldn't have hurt! Cal

definitely falls under the "man of my dreams" category. I am definitely going to read more books by

this author!

Oh, god. This book has me completely torn in two. When I started it, I couldn't put it down. It was,

without a doubt, one of THE wittiest, most original, FUN books I'd read in a while.Bee (in the

beginning) was SUCH a great character to follow. And then, about 60% of the way through,

Christine Bell decides to suddenly make this book into a melodramatic soap opera.I mean, come

on.Christine takes the character of Bee, who is, at first, one of the most down to earth, AMAZING

characters I've ever had the pleasure of reading, who's absolutely fluent in sarcasm and dry wit...

and basically turns her into a basket case. Like totally ruins her character. It was a complete 180

from what Bee started out as. This book had great potential to be something fun, something SEXY,

but, Christ. It turned into a crap fest in the matter of a few chapters.The worst of it is that I started

this book thinking it was going to be AMAZING. Bee was SUCH a breath of fresh air... and then she

basically falls apart. She had zero common sense and that crap just doesn't fly with me.It's one

thing to skip a book because you know it's not worth your time. But when a book starts out

AMAZING and then gets tossed into the crapper, after investing all that time trying to devour it?

Yeah... that's the worst.UGH.3 STARS for the first 65% of the book. And ZERO for the last

half.Don't waste your time with your book like I did.I DO NOT recommend this book.

Great romance and beginning to a new series. This is my first read by Christine Bell and I was really

impressed! I loved the characters and the chemistry that was between Cal and Bee. Their initial

meeting set off a cute and fun beginning to their relationship and I was captivated the whole way

through. The passion between them was really well done in a fun and sexy way. I did not see the

twist at the end coming and was really happy that the author chose to go that way instead of the

typical "heroine thinks she catches Hero doing something untrustworthy and it all ends up being a

misunderstanding" because of all the trust issues Bee has throughout this book. I wished there

would have been a little more done between them with the whole patient/physical therapist thing

because we did not get to see to much of them in the capacity but otherwise this was a really sexy

and romantic story that was written really well. I will certainly be reading more by this author.
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